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Abstract 

Internationalization is a process in which organizations increase their economic activities in in- 
ternational markets. Specifically small business should aim internalization to become more com- 
petitive since their competitors are not only local companies but also multinational organizations. 
However, a medium or small size business from Brazil faces considerable challenges to interna- 
tionalize such as the lack of Brazilian infrastructure. Therefore, given the importance of interna- 
tionalization to the Brazilian economy and the role of small business in the global market, this 
study analyzes the struggles of a Brazilian small mining company through the exportation process 
of its main product—a high quality silica. As result, this study shows how significant can be na- 
tional and international transportation costs as well as the costs related to wharfage. In fact, sur- 
prisingly, this study revealed that the costs related to national transportation are greater than the 
international shipment. We conclude that the main obstacle to enhance exportation in Brazil is in 
fact the transportation infrastructure, representing the bottleneck of Brazilian infrastructure 
even for small business focused on the national market. 
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1. Introduction 

Until 1990, the Brazilian foreign policy was quite protectionist preserving the national industry over interna- 
tional competition [1] [2]. Only after the globalization phenomenon on late 1990s, Brazilian economy shifted 
from a closed market to a free market model [3]. This fact evidenced that the protectionist economic policy was 
preventing Brazilian growth. Indeed, at that time, Brazilian economy needed a great share of international re- 
sources to set up the competitive ability of Brazilian industry which was striving to survive over international 
products.  
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In this scenario, Brazilian government also tried to restore the national industry growth stimulating interna- 
tionalization. Internationalization is a process in which organizations increase their economic activities in inter- 
national markets [4]. According to Martinelli et al. [5], organizations in order to achieve competitive advantage 
should consider internalization regardless of size and industry. Maia [6] adds that specifically small business 
should aim internalization to become more competitive since their competitors are not only local companies but 
also multinational organizations. 

A medium or small size business from Brazil faces considerable challenges to internationalize. First, small 
companies have to overcome the Brazilian lack of infrastructure with high financial investments. This situation 
by itself compromises the small business competiveness because they are only able to spread the costs in their 
limited production. When compared to the amount of goods multinationals send abroad, small business goods 
are in general no longer competitive due to these costs. Second, but no less important, the Brazilian red tape 
makes the exportation process very expensive, long lasting, and even unfeasible to small companies. 

Even though more than 60,000 transnational organizations are medium and small business, Brazil does not 
invest significantly for decades in infrastructure to enhance their exportation [6] [7]. Moreover, the Brazilian 
government does not appear to be concerned in developing and implementing any policy to reduce bureaucracy 
in order to make exportation easier. 

Therefore, given the importance of internationalization to the Brazilian economy and the role of small busi- 
ness in the global market, this study analyzes the struggles of a Brazilian small mining company through the 
exportation process of its main product—a high quality silica. Hence, this research aims to indentify the chal- 
lenges and possible solutions regarding the exportation of Brazilian small business products. As result, this study 
aims to support practitioner by discussing this case and sensitize public administrators to this specific prob-
lem. 

2. Brazilian Investments, Infrastructure, and Incentives 

Brazilian government and organizations are trying to increase participation in foreign trade. However, seeking 
internationalization to boost Brazilian economy is not in an easy task because on one hand there is this pressure 
for development and modernization; and on the other hand not only international market competition but also 
structural barriers restrain the economic growth [8]. To overcome the structural barriers it is necessary to invest 
heavily in logistics and physical component like roads and ports to provide services and commodities exporta- 
tion. 

According to the IBGE (Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics), in only thirty years (1970-2000), the 
investments in infrastructure were higher than the Brazilian Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [8]. Nonetheless, 
after this period Brazilian investment in infrastructure experienced the opposite situation, the reduction of in-
vestment to much lower than the GDP. As result, Brazil currently lacks of the infrastructure necessary to support 
their growing needs. Other countries such as China present a very different situation, which gives them a signif-
icant competitive advantage over Brazilian products [8]. 

The pace of the economic growth of Brazil is directly related to the volume of investments the country makes 
in infrastructure. As a comparison, other emerging countries invest more than 30% of their GDP in infrastruc- 
ture such as China (45%), India (35%), and South Korea (33%). Meanwhile, Brazilian investment rate range 
poorly 18% of its GDP. It should also be noted that from the 18% of investments, only 2.1% represents invest- 
ments in infrastructure [9]. 

As cited before, in the 1970s, investments in infrastructure were larger than today. The Brazilian GDP in the 
1970s to the 1980s increased an average rate of 8.5 percent minimum despite the world oil crisis. In 2012 and 
2013 Brazilian GDP scored poorly around 0.9%. Figure 1 shows the amount of Brazilian GDP invested in in- 
frastructure in percentage since 1970s. 

Investments in infrastructure decreased in Brazil for two main reasons. First, the uncontrolled situation of the 
inflation in the 1980s along with the continuous unsuccessful attempts of economic stabilization prevented any 
kind of investment in production to prosper. Moreover, extremely high inflation leads investors to leave their 
money in the financial maelstrom than in the industry. Just to illustrate, Brazilian inflation reached its peak in 
1993 achieving 2447.15% from December 1992 to December 1993. The second reason is related to the gov- 
ernment fiscal policy. Facing a rapid growth in the public expenditure, the government was forced to increase 
the tax burden in order to reduce the public deficit. This measure was largely criticized since it did not achieve 
the expected result [9]. 
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Figure 1. GDP invested in infrastructure (%).               

 
In the following years, investments in infrastructure increased slightly with private investments. Yet, public 

investments accounted for the major part. However, this increase was not enough to enhance the country compe- 
titiveness. Figure 2 shows the countries quality and competitiveness ranking in infrastructure in 2012. 

Even between the Latin American countries like Mexico and Chile, Brazil falls behind, occupying the 74th 
position among 133 countries.  

In the same ranking, it is possible to analyze the infrastructure quality for each segment. Brazil reached its 
best position in electricity supply (65th position) and its worse position in port infrastructure (127th position). The 
country also obtained the 86th position in railroad infrastructure, followed by the 89th place in air transportation 
infrastructure, and finally the 106th position in road infrastructure. 

In the mining industry context, products are transported mostly by trucks and ships. Brazilian companies that 
want to send their products abroad face one of the highest costs regarding port charges. Although the port 
charges in Brazil reached their lowest levels in 10 years, it is still 82% greater than the ports of Rotterdam, 
Hamburg, and Antwerp. In 2013, the average cost of handling containers in Brazilian ports is 200 dollars, 166% 
greater than the Asian ports. Besides the high costs, the Brazilian National Confederation of Transport (NCT) 
draws attention to other difficulties export companies will experience. The NCT categorized as “too severe” first 
the excessive taxation, followed by the poor in land access, the high costs with hand labor in the port, and the 
excessive bureaucracy [10]. 

Regarding the transportation by road, the NCT highlights major problems companies face sending their prod-
ucts by truck. The first one is the frequency of urban area trespassing, followed by the traffic jam of loaded 
trucks, the dangerous conditions of the roads in general, and lack of safety due to robbery [10]. 

Exports Incentives for Small Business 

Brazilian government stimulates small business to export in a sort of ways. The Drawback system, for example, 
is a program of BNDES (National Bank for Economic and Social Development) which suspend or eliminate the 
importation taxes of raw materials that are used produce goods ultimately for exportation [11]. This mechanism 
aids exports because reducing the manufacturing costs of products that are designed for foreign trade helps them 
to become more competitive. Moreover, after 2002, the BNDES launched a system of financing specifically 
targeting companies that want to internationalize by providing support on projects of international investments 
[12]. 

Another incentive is the reduction of tax burden to the export operations. It means that, the extensive Brazili-
an taxation does not apply to products focused on exportations. The list of taxations also include: IPI (Tax on 
Industrialized Products), ICMS (Tax on Circulation of Goods and Services, PIS (Social Integration Program), 
COFINS (Contribution to Social Security Financing), and IOF (Tax of Financial Operations), see Garcia and 
Scaramelli [13] for further information. 

Despite the financial incentives for small business to export, the bottleneck of exportation—the infrastruc- 
ture—remains without a solution. The high costs with transportation inside the country, that is, the costs to carry 
the product from the company to the port or airport are extremely high, inhibiting exportation. As result, the  
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Figure 2. Infrastructure global competitiveness index in 2012.       

 
Brazilian balance of trade reached in 2013 its worse balance in 13 years. In 2013, Brazil exported 242,178 bil- 
lion dollars against 139,617 billion dollars of importation, leaving a positive balance of 2561 billion dollars. 
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the Brazilian balance of trade in the last 13 years. 

Commodities represented 46.7% of Brazilian exportation in 2013, while manufactured and semi-manufac- 
tured products represented 51% (12.6% semi-manufactured and 38.4% manufactured). Iron ore, soybean, corn, 
chicken meat, and beef cattle are the major commodities exported. The manufactured and semi-manufactured 
products Brazil exports most are steel, iron ore derivatives, raw sugar, automobiles, cellulose, and so forth. The 
country exports more to Europe (19.7%), China (19.0%), and United States (10.3%). 

3. The Mining Company Case 

Sand is a material which usually has a particle size between 0.5 and 0.1 mm and results from the breakdown of 
rocks [14]. Silica sand is a kind of sand that has a high content of silica (SiO2) in the form of quartz [15]. When 
it has a high level of purity, it means that it is silica. Silica has great demand because its applicability reaches 
several segments, such as: manufacture of glass and paints; foundry industry (molds), earthenware, refractory, 
mortar, installation of synthetic grass; fiber; laser (sand courts, playgrounds, decoration), and others [16]. 

This study focuses on the case of Silicaminas Extraction of Minerals and Trade Products Inc. It is a small 
company which main business is to extract and trade silica sand with 99.69% purity. Due to its high quality 
product, the foreign trade has been constantly requesting the company to send abroad the silica. However, as 
many small businesses in Brazil, exportation is difficult because of the transportation costs that might end up 
derailing the exportation of the product at competitive prices.  

An Angolan organization ordered 70 tons of silica from the Silicaminas Inc. Silicaminas warned the Angolan 
organization that the exportation process could make silica cost even 10 times more than its price in the national 
market. The Angolan organization thus authorized the transaction starting up a whole new process in Silicami- 
nas Inc. The Brazilian company had no idea how to send its product abroad. Hence, this study aimed to follow 
Silicaminas in this new effort by indentifying and analyzing the logistics, infrastructures, and cost involved in 
the exportation process of a Brazilian small business product. 

The first step Silicaminas took was to contact trading companies to understand the exportation process and 
costs. The national price of the 70 tons of silica, which was ordered by the Angolan organization, is US$ 893.621. 
From this value the company has to deduct cost related to national trade and add costs related to exportation. 
The distribution cost in the domestic market, which represents the amount of US$106.38 for 70 tons of silica, is 
the first item deducted from the final price. This amount is spent exclusively with truckage around the southeast 
region, where the company’s clients are located.  

Another deducted cost accounts for the national taxes. As explained before, there are taxes benefits to ex- 
ported products, such as zero taxes on industrialized product (IPI), zero taxes regarding the circulation of goods 
and service (ICMS), exclusion of the charges related to social security (COFINS) and social integration pro-  

 

 

1The exchange rate adopted in this study is the average rate of 2013, which is US$1.00 = R$2.35. 
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Figure 3. Brazilian balance of trade in billion dollars.                    

 
grams (PIS), and absence of the financial operation tax (IOF). Since Silicaminas is a small business, it opted by 
collecting taxes through the SIMPLES program. SIMPLES is the Brazilian acronym for integrated system of tax 
and contributions payments for micro and small businesses. In this simplified taxation system a unique aliquot 
includes most of the federal taxes (IPI, CONFINS, and PIS). The company pays for 70 tons of silica 7% of taxes 
in the SIMPLES program, which represents US$62.35.  

Still in the deduction section, the seller’s commission was subtracted (US$ 8.94) because the deal was made 
by the company CEO. Thus, the total amount of deductions for 70 ton of silica that is not intended for the na- 
tional market is US$ 177.67 leaving a total of US$ 715.95 to be added to the exportation costs. Table 1 shows 
all the deductions. 

On the other hand, the exportation expenses include the packaging—a specific container for exportation— 
which refers to 70 big bags bearing 1000 kilograms each. The big bags are loaded in silos inside the mining. 
However, the sewing of each bag is made manually, leading to a handling expense. An outsourced company will 
transport the 70 big bags of silica from Silicaminas to the nearest port. All the transportation has to be made in 
the very same containers that are going to be sent overseas. Hence, before initiating the loading, the outsourced 
company responsible for transportation has to bring the three containers from the port. In sum, the national 
transportation adds to the expenses an amount of US$ 4902.12 including tolls.  

In order to send abroad goods under US$ 50000.00 overall, the company might chose to make the customs 
clearance using the Siscomex system. The Siscomex is an integrated system developed by the Brazilian gov- 
ernment to control, keep record, and monitor foreign trade. The international transportation will be done by ship 
taking near 30 days to go from Rio de Janeiro to the port of Angola. This is the cheapest way to send this quan- 
tity and type of product overseas [13]. 

The costs described as ISPS-TSC (Terminal Security Charge-International Ship and Port Facility Security) 
relates to insurance for the product shipped abroad. The Fee BL (Bill of Lading) corresponds to an important 
port document of the process of exporting, this is the bill that proves the company lading the goods. The Bill of 
Lading (Knowledge of Lading or Certificate) is a document accepted by banks as a guarantee that the goods 
were actually shipped abroad. That’s because this document is issued in English by the carrier only when the 
goods are actually on board [11] [17] [18]. 

The foremanship consists of port expenses such as transportation and storage operations regarding the use of 
the port facilities [19]. According Chinelato, Cruz and Ziviani [20], Brazilian port expenses are considered as 
one of the highest of the world, a factor that end up in a negative impact on profit margins and competitiveness 
of exported products. There are also expensed with exchange rate to pay international bills. Finally, “other port 
expenses” includes the port seal made when the product is boarded and the pre-shipment inspection (IPE)—re- 
quired by Angolan authorities. The IPE encompasses activities of verification of the quality, quantity, price (in- 
cluding exchange rates and financial terms), and customs classification of goods ready to be exported. The IPE 
is mandatory for all goods listed in Decree n.˚ 41/06 of 17 July, regardless of their value. In order to take the IPE 
survey, the company must issue Verification Certificates (ADV), a document issued by the company that  
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Table 1. The cost of exportation.                                                   

Price in the local market 893.62 

Deductions  
Distribution costs 106.38 

Taxes SIMPLE program (7%) 62.35 

IPI  
ICMS  

COFINS  
Seller’s commition 8.94 

Total of deductions 177.67 

Exportation expenses  
Packaging 1489.36 

Handling and Shipment 127.66 

Cargo transportation and tolls 4902.13 

Customs clearance 578.72 

Containers rental 425.53 

International shipment 4468.09 

TSC-ISPS 40.00 

BL Fee (Bill od Lading) 122.55 

Foremanship 382.98 

Exchange rate 38.30 

Other port expenses 223.83 

Total of Expenses 12799.15 

Markup (10%) 1351.51 

Final CIF Price 14866.61 

Final CIF Price/kg-exportation 0.2124 

Final CIF Price/kg-local market  0.0128 

Source: Authors. 
 

conducted the Pre-Shipment Inspection. The final expenses with all the exportation process is US$ 12.799.15. 
See Table 1 for detailed expenses. 

After indentifying the deductions and expenses, the company adds to the price its markup which is 10% 
(US$ 1351.51) of 70 tons of silica. Summing up, the Angolan company will pay for 70 tons of silica from Sili- 
caminas a total amount of US$ 14866.61 while a buyer from Brazil pays for the very same products US$ 893.62, 
almost 17 times less. 

The final Cost, Insurance, and Freight (CFI) price is 0.2124 USD per kilogram. This CFI price does not com- 
promise the Brazilian-Angolan deal because, according to the Angolan company, most of silica sand is imported 
from Egypt and Saudi Arabia. In fact, the Brazilian price is quite competitive due to the high quality of the 
product because its international competitors have a CIF price of 0.02 per∙kg. In fact, Egypt and Saudi Arabia 
sell their product in the local market for USD 0.05 per kilogram while Silicaminas sell it for USD 0.0128. At the 
end, the FOB Brazilian price (free on board) compensates the exportation expenses.  
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The final price of silica from Brazil is slightly higher than the other countries. However, this difference is 
compensated by the purity of the product that is the differential. Moreover, it should also be pointed out that the 
Silicaminas works with a profit margin of 10%. This fact gives extra room for negotiation, keeping its price 
even more competitive towards the competitors. 

4. Conclusions 

The impact of infrastructure on exportation, specifically for small business is widely known [21]. Moreover, the 
costs and services with transportation represent the bottleneck of Brazilian infrastructure even for small business 
focused on the national market [22]. This study shows how significant can be national and international trans-
portation as well as the costs related to wharfage. In fact, surprisingly, this study revealed that the costs related 
to national transportation (32.9% of the final cost) are greater than the international shipment (30.0%). 

The main obstacle to enhance exportation in Brazil is in fact the transportation infrastructure. Only between 
2002 and 2007, the international demand for Brazilian products doubled representing almost 160 billion dollars 
[9]. However, at the same period, investments in infrastructure were limited to 142 billion dollars approximately. 
The consequence of this policy is exemplified in the problems agricultural exportation faces at the end of every 
harvest with trucks getting in long lines in the Brazilian ports to ship its products. Some of them waited until 16 
days to ship soybeans to China, which lead the Chinese companies to cancel the contract. According to the 
dockworker union, the losses in Santos port due to the long lined reached 115 million dollars. See the Globo [23] 
news for details.  

OECD [24] emphasizes that the more countries invest in infrastructure, the higher they are in the ranking of 
global competitiveness. In this sense, to achieve sustainable economic growth the government needs to support 
business in general to be competitive in the international market by investing in infrastructure. Specifically small 
business relies heavily on the country’s infrastructure to determine the products prices. This study shows that 
high quality products with low internal value can still remain competitive in the international market due to the 
high costs of national transportation.  

To public administrators this study draws attention to the consequences of the poor Brazilian infrastructure to 
small business. Practitioners can learn from this case and try to overcome the national transportation costs by 
developing effective strategies and partnerships or even though pushing the government to prioritize the Brazil- 
ian infrastructure agenda. 
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